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Introduction
The material in this Ultimate Guide originally appeared as a series of articles in
the magazine, Savage Insider Premium, issues 2 through 5, originally published
by Mystical Throne Entertainment between spring of 2012 and winter of 2013.
To create the Ultimate Fantasy Tavern Guide, we took all four of those articles
and combined them (with a little judicious editing), then added a few little extras
to help players and GMs alike: A series of tables to help a Game Master generate
their own tavern, and a random patron generator (for those times when your
players want to know who might be lurking in the tavern with them), just to name
a couple.
The Fox and Brew, which appeared as an example tavern in Savage Insider
Premium articles, is presented at the front of the guide, along with a few plot
hooks for the GM. Liberally sprinkled around the rest of the guide are NPCs who
can easily be dropped into the Fox and Brew (or any other tavern) for added flavor
and color.
So go eat, drink, gamble, wench, and brawl… and then sleep it off and be ready
to sally forth for adventure again once the morning arrives!
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The Fox and Brew Roadhouse
The Fox and Brew is presented as an example of a small inn sitting at a crossroad
on a major trade route. Feel free to put it in your campaign world wherever it
would fit best. The Fox and Brew makes a good starting or resting spot for a band
of fantasy adventurers.

Exterior and Grounds
The inn itself is a two-story wooden building just to the side of the main road. The
structure looks old, but well cared for – in fact, the inn was originally an
abandoned building built on an even older stone foundation. The current owner
refurbished the place when he took over.
A pole in front of the porch bears a sign painted with a fox holding a large, frothy
mug. A hook set into the top of a pole holds a lit lantern after dark, and there’s a
hitching post next to a small, stone porch in front of the main door. A pair of water
barrels sit beneath a single window in front. When the weather is cold, smoke
curls lazily from four brick chimneys, each roughly in a corner of the building.
There aren’t any stables, but there’s a corralled area behind the tavern where
mounts can be set to graze alongside some pigs and chickens. A chicken coop
leans against the rear of the building. Much of the surrounding land is wooded and
overgrown with wildflowers, although the plants and grass at the front of the inn
are groomed and well-tended.

First Floor
The ground floor of the Fox and Brew is largely set aside for the common area
and the staff. Most people in the place can be found moving around the first floor
during the day – either cooking and cleaning, or eating and drinking.

[1] Tap Room and Dining Area
The common room is dominated by a stone fireplace, two tables, and a wooden
flight of stairs leading up to the second floor. A trio of kegs sits next to the
stairway, and windows flank the fireplace. There are two doors in the room: one
near the back of the stairs, and one leading into the kitchen.
There are only a few people here during the daytime. A middle-aged woman
named Gael acts as both serving wench and maid, greeting new guests who arrive.
There’s usually a large, bored-looking man sitting in front of the fireplace – often
idly thumbing through a book. This is Rucker, a retired soldier from a nearby
village, who acts as the daytime bouncer.
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At night, business picks up and the common room can feel pretty crowded. Light
spills from a ceiling candelabrum, and a pair of pretty young wenches wind their
way around the patrons, taking orders and serving drinks. Their names are
Morrigan and Sylvia – one or the other serves the characters. Meanwhile, a dark,
rugged-looking man mingles and chats with the patrons. This is the owner, Grey,
and, although he meets and greets, he also acts as a bouncer if necessary. For
information about generating random patrons, see page 48.
There’s plenty of entertainment at the Fox: darts, dice, arm-wrestling, drinking,
and wenching, just to name a few. While there aren’t any musicians in regular
employ, Grey has been known to allow travelers to perform – if they’re skilled
and there’s a decent crowd.
Brawls are pretty rare because of a well-known “secret” of the Fox and Brew: The
Pit. Beneath the stairs is another flight of stone steps going down. In the stone
cellar of the inn, Grey and Rucker run weekly fights. It keeps the upstairs violence
down, and generates extra coin for the inn. Since the place is far enough from
“proper” civilization, legal issues tend to be few and far between.
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